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Your Success is Important
It's back to school time for most of America.
Constantly, new cohorts are beggining at SOCHi and
our community is getting larger and larger. This begs
the question, or the reminder for some, why are we
here?
It's important to remember your purpose or reasons
for being in a space. Without a reminder of where
you are headed, you can lose track of your route.
Now, this may seem cryptic, but to boil it down
SOCHi wants to remind you of the reasons you are
here.
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here?"

Whether it's to help your family out, make some
extra cash on the side, or finally stick it to an ex of
yours; whatever the reason is, your goal is success.
Remember deep down the initial reason why you
walked into our doors. Use that to fuel your journey.
We're here to remind you not to lose sight of the
career you want to build for yourself.
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Meet Beverly
Beverly Rios has been with SOCHi for a few years now and you've
probably seen her smiling up and down these halls. If she's not down
the street grabbing her favorite Thai Tea from Coco's, then chances
are you'll find her in her office guiding a student to their successful
future. Worrying about money can be taxing (get it?), but Beverly
makes sure that all of our students are comfortable and heard in the
financial aid process.

SOCHI SHUTTLE
Did you know that Southern California Health Institute provides a
free shuttle service that offers complimentary transportation for our
students? The shuttle is beneficial to our students for many reasons
and you can soon enjoy those benefits as well!
Firstly, due to high enrollments and a mix of Los Angeles’ infamous
parking situation at our North Hollywood campus, the parking lot for
students is located a bit of a distance away. Therefore, our
complinterary comes to the rescue and transports our students to our
wonderful North Hollywood campus down the way. Although walking
can be fun, there’s nothing more fun than a good car ride with your
friends.

Graduation is
upon us.

Save the date.
Now, school is very important but sometimes traveling can be a
hassle. The admissions advisors at SOCHi can be sure to help you
with all your travel necessities. If you don’t have reliable
transportation, we can assist you with figuring out how you can
arrive via public transport. We can even set you up with a metrocard
so you can make sure you never miss the train here. The SOCHi
shuttle can pick up our students once they arrive at the designated
pick up spot and take them to campus.
The SOCHi community is expanding its work and opening up satellite
branches in many neighborhoods near you. When it comes to
enrolling at SOCHi, all of our paperwork has to be done at a specific
location. Therefore, our complimentary shuttle will be available for
you to travel from our main branch to our satellite locations.
This complimentary shuttle is just one of the many amenities we
want to provide our students to help them understand that we’re here
to help. We want to limit the barriers in front of you that would
hinder you from reaching success and achieving your dream career.
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